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eligion influences international politics in diverse ways. The nomination of Joseph Lieberman as the Democratic vice presidential candidate
resulted in a debate over the appropriateness of an overt discussion of
religious views in U.S. politics, but we cannot deny that these views exist and
that they influence the decisions of policymakers, including those who make
foreign policy. Clearly, the foreign policies of the leaders of theocratic states
like Iran and Afghanistan are influenced by their religious views. Often their
foreign policies, and occasionally their domestic policies, have provoked international issues and situations that cannot be ignored. Religious rebellions like
the one in Algeria and ethnoreligious conflicts like those in Sri Lanka, the
former Yugoslavia, the Kashmir province of India, and Israel, to name just a
few, all have international implications. Also, the use of religion as a source of
public legitimacy is highlighted by the influence of moral appeals by religious
leaders such as the pope and the Dalai Lama.
Yet, with some notable exceptions, the influence of religion has received
comparatively little attention in international relations (IR).1 Furthermore, when
religion is addressed, it tends to be addressed within the context of some other
category such as institutions, organizations, society, civilizations, or terrorism.2
Accordingly, the purpose of this essay is twofold. First, it examines the question of why religion is often overlooked by policymakers and academics. Second, it explores how religion influences international politics.
1
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Before we can address these questions, we should take three qualifications
into account. First, I treat both the above questions within the context of current
events, as opposed to the entire history of religion and international relations,
because I will show that religion is relevant to international relations today.
Below I discuss that there is debate over this argument.
Second, this essay refers to numerous recent events that have religious aspects
but are not purely religious occurrences. I argue that there are few, if any,
important political events that are purely motivated by religion. Most are motivated and influenced by complex factors, but I focus here on the religious
aspects. Yet this emphasis should not be interpreted as a denial of the complex
interplay among religion, politics, society, economics, and other factors.
Third, the expansiveness of the topics of religion and politics, even when
limiting the discussion to those aspects most relevant to international relations,
make it impossible to fully address all relevant aspects. Entire books can and
have been written on many issues that are noted here only in passing. While
focusing on these narrower questions, I also strive to provide detailed references that should enable the reader to explore most topics more fully.

Why Religion Is Often Overlooked in the
Study of International Relations
Perhaps the most influential explanation of why the role of religion in international politics is overlooked is that the social sciences, including international relations, have their origin in the rejection of religion. That is, just like
the scientific revolution sought rational explanations for natural phenomena to
replace religious ones, early social scientists established a tradition of seeking
rational explanations and guidelines for human behavior to replace theocratic
ones.3 In the eighteenth century, Voltaire argued that an “age of enlightenment”
would replace superstition and authoritarian religious order.4 Influential
nineteenth-century theorists, who even today continue to shape the social sciences, including Auguste Comte, Emil Durkheim, Ferdinand Toennies, Max
Weber, and Karl Marx, concluded that religion was a declining force in the
world—one that would eventually disappear.5 They all believed that the old
3
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military/theological system was in a state of collapse and would be replaced by
a modern secular system.6 Although the understanding of religion and society
by these scholars is clearly much more complex than represented here, the idea
that religion was to become a less important factor in the modern world was an
essential element of this understanding.7
These sentiments are echoed in twentieth-century social sciences, including
political science. Especially in the 1950s and 1960s, political scientists believed
that modernization would reduce the political significance of primordial phenomena such as ethnicity and religion.8 Also, the formation of IR has been
attributed to the belief that the era in which religion caused war was over.9
These modes of thought continue to be influential even today at the beginning
of the twenty-first century.10 A prime example of this is that a recent edition of
Sociology of Religion was devoted to the debate over the influence of religion
in modern society.11
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This debate, which reflects the ongoing discussion in sociology over the
importance of religion, revolves around two related questions. The first is about
the definition of “secularization,” the name given to the process of religion
becoming less important in the world. Scholars argue whether secularization is
defined as people becoming less religious than they have been in the past, or as
a decline in the influence of religion on social and political institutions that is
caused by the transformation of religion from a public issue to a private one.
Second is the disagreement over whether either of these processes is, in
fact, occurring.12 As I show in the second part of this essay, which discusses the
influence of religion on international politics, the answer to these questions is
relevant to the study of international relations.
The assertion that modernization will lead to the decline of religion is perhaps ironic because scholars often suggest that modernization actually has led
to a resurgence of religion. There are several processes associated with modernization that have contributed to the revitalization of religion. First, attempts
at modernization have been unsuccessful in much of the Third World and have
undermined local traditions and community values, causing a backlash of pent-up
grievances by religious movements. This also has occurred on the individual
level, with those left behind by modernization feeling alienated, disoriented,
and dislocated, leaving them more open to the overtures of religious movements.13 Scholars also often reason that it is precisely these factors that have
led to the growth of fundamentalist movements around the world.14 Such movements use modern organizational, communications, and propaganda techniques. They also use modern political action techniques, including mass
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mobilization and modern political institutions such as political parties and, in
the case of Iran, government structures to further their fundamentalist agendas.15
Second, modernity has caused an expansion of the operating spheres of
both religious movements and governments, resulting in a confrontation between
the two.16 Modernity has allowed the admission of the masses, including the
religious elements, into the political process.17 Also, modern communications
technology has resulted in the nationalization and even globalization of diverse
issues, including religion, which has forced national governments to deal with
issues that previously were local.
Third, a new trend in the sociology of religion, known as the rational choice
or the economic theory of religion, posits that in many modern societies the
freedom of choice to select one’s religion has led to an increase in religiosity
(how much a person is religious). This approach applies economic market behavior theory to religious behavior, similarly to the way Mancur Olson applied it to
collective action theory.18 The basic argument is that when religious monopolies are broken down, as they have been in much of the modern world, people
engage in a cost–benefit analysis in selecting their religion. At the same time,
religious “producers” have an incentive to make their religions as attractive as
possible to the body of “consumers” in the religious “marketplace.” The resulting “free market” has made religion more attractive to the “consumers” of
religion, which has increased religiosity.19
A second reason that Western social scientists, especially those from the
United States, often overlook religion is that from childhood most of them are
socialized to believe in classical liberalism, which, among other things, advocates the separation of church and state. Future social scientists, as children
studying the U.S. political system, learn that it is wrong for the government to
endorse any religion, and it is right for it to avoid all unnecessary interference
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with religion. While a full discussion of the influence of this socialization on
the worldviews of social scientists is beyond the scope of this essay, it is likely
that this socialization will cause social scientists to overlook religion as an
important factor in the study of international politics. Similarly, other modern
ideologies that have been the basis for socialization in much of the world, such
as Marxism, also contain biases against religion.20
A final reason why some social scientists fail to include religion in their
explanations of international phenomena applies to quantitative studies. Those
who engage in quantitative studies often are accused of ignoring variables that
are hard to measure. Religion is perhaps one of the hardest variables to measure. This is true for two reasons. First, the lack of attention that scholars give
to the topic provides a poor basis on which to develop variables. That is, most
of the theories and variables that have been quantified are based on an extensive qualitative literature on the relevant topic. Thus, the scarcity of international relations literature on religion probably has hampered efforts to
conceptualize how it may be measured. Second, it is clear that the only truly
accurate measure would involve reading the minds of political actors to discover their true motivations. Since this is not currently possible, researchers
using quantitative methods probably choose not to measure religion at all.
In the rare instances when religion is included, the measures are generally
relatively crude. Some studies simply measure the number of religions involved
in a conflict or whether the groups involved in a dyadic conflict are of different
religions. Errol Henderson measures whether two states involved in an international conflict have populations that adhere to different religions,21 and Rudolph
Rummel, while examining domestic conflict, similarly measures the number of
different religions present in a state.22 Some studies measure specific aspects of
the influence of religion that are informative but also limited.
In a series of studies on ethnic conflict, I developed several variables, including measures for religious legitimacy, religious discrimination, and religious
institutions.23 Perhaps the most sophisticated general measure of religion’s influ20
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ence on conflict assesses whether religious issues are more important compared to political, economic, cultural, and autonomy issues, and it is based on
the extent of discrimination and grievances expressed over that discrimination.24 Yet this measure is still of the “more than” or “less than” variety, as
opposed to a more accurate scale. Also, the measure I developed for religious
legitimacy turned out to be less accurate than a simple measure of whether or
not a state has an official religion.25 Although all of these indicators succeed at
measuring some aspects of the influence of religion on political behavior, they
are all relatively crude variables. Just because a perfect measurement of religion’s influence on political behavior is probably not an achievable goal, it
does not mean that improved measures are not possible and desirable.26

The Influences of Religion
on International Politics
Religion influences international politics in three ways. First, foreign policies
are influenced by the religious views and beliefs of policymakers and their
constituents. Second, religion is a source of legitimacy for both supporting and
criticizing government behavior locally and internationally. Third, many local
religious issues and phenomena, including religious conflicts, spread across
borders or otherwise become international issues.

Religion as an Influence on Decisionmaking
The assertion that religion can influence our views is not new or in dispute.
Religion is often part of people’s worldviews and influences their perception of
events and their actions. While it is clear that some or even many individuals
today do not give much weight to religion, it is indisputable that there are those
who do and that at least some policymakers fall into this category.
Most scholars who discuss the influence of religion on human beings argue
that it somehow influences how we think. Rodney Stark and William Bainbridge note that sociologists of religion assume that “people almost universally
possess a coherent, overarching, and articulated ‘Weltanschauung,’ ‘world view,’
24
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‘perspective,’ ‘frame of reference,’ ‘value orientation,’ or ‘meaning system’”
that is often based on religion.27 Melford Spiro states that “every religious
system consists . . . of a cognitive system.” 28 Williams discusses fundamentalist social movements and describes their belief systems as “frames” that are
the “schemata of interpretation,” which people use to “give meaning to events,
organize experiences, and provide guides for actions.” 29 Clifford Geertz deduces that not only do religions include a belief system, but most people also
find religion necessary to interpret the world around them, especially when
bad things happen.30 Even some of those social scientists who inspired the
trend of replacing religion with rationalism acknowledge that religion influences beliefs. Durkheim defines religion as “a unified system of beliefs
and practices relative to sacred things, that is to say, things set apart and
forbidden—beliefs and practices which unite into one single moral community called a Church, all those who adhere to them.” 31 Weber also strongly
connected religion with beliefs.32 Finally, Marx’s famous description of religion as the “opiate of the masses” acknowledges its influence on beliefs and
behavior.33
Several survey-based studies also find that religious affiliation influences
political attitudes and behavior. Among these findings: those who are reli-
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giously affiliated tend to be more politically conservative than those who are
not; 34 Christians and Jews group political issues into categories differently; 35
in general, religiosity is inversely related to domestic violence, but men who
have more conservative religious views than their partners are more likely
to engage in domestic violence; 36 the nature of one’s religiosity is linked to
one’s propensity toward conflict; 37 religiosity and authoritarianism are linked; 38
religious fundamentalism is linked with prejudice against blacks, women, homosexuals, and communists; 39 attitudes of Americans toward religious fundamentalists influence their decision to vote Democratic or Republican; 40 and
religious denomination, when controlling for factors like education and income,
is a strong predictor of moral attitudes.41
There are two potential ways in which religious belief systems can influence international politics. The first is that these belief systems can influence
the outlook and behavior of policymakers. Weber describes how this happens
through a concept called psychological premiums. He argues that religions place
psychological premiums on actions that serve as filters for evaluating how one
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should behave.42 Richard Wentz maintains that these belief systems are so essential to our thought processes that we will not only ignore any information that
challenges them, but we also will defend our belief systems from outside challenges at all costs.43 Carsten Laustsen and Ole Waever similarly argue that
there belief systems result in particularly extreme and intractable responses
because “religion deals with the constitution of being as such. Hence, one cannot be pragmatic on concerns challenging this being.” 44 David Carment and
Patrick James note that such threats to basic values are among the causes of
ethnic conflicts.45
Religiously inspired views held by policymakers and the policies based
upon them could result in nearly intractable policies, which can lead to international incidents, including war. In an empirical example of this phenomenon,
Deepa Khosla demonstrates that religious sects are more likely to draw international intervention on their behalf than any other type of ethnic group.46
Similarly, Henderson finds that religious differences are among the causes of
international wars.47
Another excellent example of the influence of religious worldviews on policy is the Arab–Israeli conflict in its many manifestations during the past century.
Both sides of the conflict have made exclusive claims to the same territory, based
at least partly on religion. This dispute has led to several major wars that have involved superpowers and a series of terrorist attacks and violent uprisings. The conflict also has resulted in a “peace process,” which has involved the United States
and other major powers, the United Nations, and various states in the region.
Even if the peace process is eventually successful and results in a settlement, it is probable that there will be religious-based opposition on both sides.
While some observers note that both sides have often relied on secular ideologies to guide them, the religious claims of both sides cannot be denied. The
recent troubles that resulted after Israeli prime minister Ariel Sharon’s visit in
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September 2000 to the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, a site considered holy by
both Jews and Muslims, are a case in point. Furthermore, scholars like Anthony
Smith trace the origins of secular ideologies like nationalism to religion.48 It is
also telling that many, if not most, of those on both sides who object to the
Arab–Israeli peace process are members of the religious nationalist camps.
This example also brings to light the second way religion can directly influence the decisions of policymakers via constraints placed on policymakers by
widely held beliefs within the population they represent. That is, even in autocratic governments, policymakers would be unwise to make a decision that
runs directly counter to some belief, moral, or value that is widely and deeply
held by their constituents. Thus both Israeli and Arab leaders have had to weigh
very carefully what their populations would accept when making agreements.
In another example of this phenomenon, while purely realist concerns dictated
that Arab states like Saudi Arabia and Egypt would side with the United States
in its military opposition to Iraq during the Gulf War, religious concerns made
the decision more complicated. There was much opposition in the Arab world
to an Islamic state siding with a non-Islamic state against another Islamic state.
There was also considerable opposition to allowing a non-Muslim army on
what was considered to be holy Islamic territory.
Not only do religious-based attitudes among constituents on specific issues
constrain policymakers, but religion also influences the political and cultural
mediums in which they act. Several studies have found that states with Islamic
populations are disproportionally autocratic.49 Other than the specific studies
48
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on this topic, few quantitative studies of religion’s influence on political structures exist. Nevertheless, it is clear that the connection between Islam and
autocracy is only the tip of the iceberg.
Samuel Huntington assumes this when he states that international conflict
in the post–Cold War era will be between civilizations that are based mostly on
religion.50 In part, he is making the argument that religion is linked to issues of
identity, another strong influence on international politics.51
The civilizations Huntington describes tend to be religiously homogeneous.
He defines the Sinic/Confucian civilization as the Confucian Chinese, Chinese
minorities outside of China, and “the related cultures of Vietnam and Korea.”
The Japanese civilization appears to include the Japanese and only the Japanese. The Hindu and Islamic civilizations appear to be wholly defined by religion, even if Huntington claims otherwise. The Slavic-Orthodox civilization
seems to be a combination of the Orthodox Christian religion and a common
historical experience. The Western civilization is basically the United States,
Western Europe, Australia, and New Zealand, which are mostly Protestant Christians but include some Catholics. The Latin American is distinguished by being
Catholic and “incorporates indigenous cultures.” Finally, the “possible” African civilization is based on a developing common identity. Other scholars counter
that Huntington’s concept of civilizations is highly correlated with religion.52
Critics may disagree with the bulk of Huntington’s assumptions, but they
generally do not oppose his argument that identity is an important influence
on politics. Rather, they question whether post–Cold War identities will be
civilizational. Some posit that the relevant level of identity will be national or
even subnational.53 Others contend that the world is unifying into a single
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identity.54 The vigorous nature of this debate underscores the influence that
scholars frequently believe identity, including religious identity, has on political behavior.55 This is particularly important since many believe religion to
be one of the most important influences on identity.56
The debates described above among sociologists on whether people are
becoming less religious and whether the influence of religion over social and
political institutions is declining are pertinent to the study of international politics. If people are becoming less religious, this would mean that religion would
be less of an influence on policymakers because policymakers themselves would
be, on average, less religious and because a less religious population would
mean weakened religious constraints on policy options. These constraints also
would weaken if religion, in fact, is moving from the public to the private
sphere.
Yet other scholars hold that even if religion is moving to the private sphere,
it continues to influence policy because many modern ideologies that influence
policymaking have religious origins, including nationalism. Such influence is
often indirect but nonetheless important.

Religion and Legitimacy
Like the argument that religion influences beliefs and behavior, the argument
that religion is a source of legitimacy is not a new one. Religion may be used to
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legitimate governments as well as those who oppose them.57 Some scholars
insist that the legitimacy of governments cannot be fully separated from religion.58 Yet others counter that religion, like any other factor, is likely to add to
a state’s or opposition movement’s legitimacy only to the extent that it is perceived as an acceptable and capable means of resolving those issues that divide
society.59
While the above examples refer to domestic politics, the arguments are also
applicable to international politics. Like domestic policy behavior, foreign policy can be legitimated by religion. In an extreme example, calls for war can be
justified as holy war. Although this is currently associated most often with
Islamic governments and terrorist movements, it is not unique to them. In less
extreme examples, humanitarian intervention can be justified as the moral thing
to do. Furthermore, the modern concept of just war has its origins in theological justifications for war.60
Another indicator of the legitimacy of religion in international relations is
the attention given to religious leaders by policymakers and the media. Pope
John Paul II’s recent apology for the role of Catholics (as opposed to the Catholic Church itself ) in the Holocaust highlights the feeling of many Jews that if
Pope John Paul II’s predecessor had openly opposed the activities of the Nazis
in World War II, it would have forced the Nazis to cut back on their persecution
of Jews. That the most well-known leaders of persecuted minorities, opposition
movements, and independence movements are often religious figures also indicates the legitimacy of religion internationally. Such past and current leaders
include Mahatma Gandhi in India, the Dalai Lama in Tibet, Bishop Desmond
Tutu in South Africa, and numerous members of the Catholic clergy in Latin
America, to name just a few.
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The dispute between the Chinese government and the Dalai Lama, Tibet’s
spiritual leader, over the designation of Tibet’s second most important religious
figure, the Panchen Lama, highlights the importance of local and international
religious legitimacy. The Dalai Lama’s opposition to the Chinese rule of Tibet
is well known. Yet the most recent Panchen Lama, who died in 1989, supported
the Chinese government. Buddhists believe in the transmigration of souls from
life to life, so that major religious figures, including the Dalai Lama and the
Panchen Lama, are reincarnated after their deaths. The naming of the new
Panchen Lama has considerable implications for the control of religious legitimacy in the conflict over Tibet. Also, the new incarnation of the Panchen Lama
will play a part in determining the next reincarnation of the Dalai Lama.
In 1995, the Dalai Lama determined that Gehun Choekyi Nyima, then a
six-year-old boy, was the reincarnation of the Panchen Lama. The Chinese
government opposed this decision, detained Gehun Choekyi Nyima, and
enthroned a different six-year-old boy, Gyaincain Tashi Lhunpo, as the tenth
reincarnation of the Panchen Lama. The Dalai Lama’s choice is presumably
still under detention by the Chinese government.
Although the literature on international relations rarely addresses religious
legitimacy, there has been a growing discussion of the role of normative power
in international relations. Many advocates reason that being perceived as morally correct is becoming a source of influence on the international stage.61 Yet
few would dispute that religion is a potential source of this kind of normative
power.

Religion as an International Issue
While it is not clear that religion was ever solely a domestic issue, it is currently
an issue that crosses borders and accordingly is an international issue. There are
several ways in which religious issues currently cross borders. Although they
are presented here as distinct categories, there is much overlap among them.
First, local religious and ethnoreligious conflicts often reach international
dimensions. There are numerous ways these conflicts can spread across borders. In cases of ethnoreligious conflict, the populations involved often have
diasporas or established populations living in other states. These populations
either will support the rebelling minority or also can be inspired to rebel.
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A specific example is the rebellion by the ethnic Albanians in Kosovo against
the Serbian government. The violence in Kosovo recently spread to the sizable
Albanian minority in bordering Macedonia. Also, there was much support for
the ethnic Albanians from Albania, as well as from numerous Islamic states and
organizations. Similarly, the rebellion by Muslims in the Kashmir province of
India has contributed to sporadic military conflict with neighboring Pakistan,
which is religiously and ethnically similar to the population in the province.
The international ramifications of this dispute are even greater now that both
Pakistan and India are nuclear powers.
Another potentially important instance of religious conflict crossing borders is the ongoing civil war in Afghanistan. Particularly when the war was
between the militant Islamic rebels and the Soviet-supported government, a
small number of Muslims from around the world came to Afghanistan to fight
with the Islamic rebels. Many of these people have since returned home, bringing with them their militant ideologies and, more important, their training and
experience in guerrilla warfare and terrorism.
Ted Gurr calls this process of conflicts spreading across borders through
demonstration and spillover effects contagion and diffusion.62 Contagion, the
spillover of conflict across borders, also can cross religious and ethnic lines,
thereby contributing to the destabilization of a region. Some religious and ethnoreligious conflicts have become so destabilizing that they have drawn international military intervention, as occurred in Kosovo, and/or have required
international peacekeepers in their aftermath, as occurred in East Timor.
Diffusion explains how a rebellion in one place can inspire similar groups
living elsewhere to do the same. Although Gurr’s research focuses on ethnic
conflict, these processes are applicable to religious conflict. The successful
rebellion in Iran is credited with inspiring Islamic opposition movements throughout the globe.
A second way religious issues are crossing borders is the growing strength
of fundamentalist movements worldwide. Marty and Appleby’s groundbreaking fundamentalism project shows that, if nothing else, religious fundamentalism is present in most religions and in most regions of the world.63 These
movements often seek to break the barrier between religion and the state where
such barriers exist, as well as to export their movements elsewhere. While the
efforts to make governments more religious may seem like a local issue, they
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are not in the long term. This is because successful efforts to transform governments can change not only domestic policies, but also foreign policies.
These religiously inspired or influenced foreign policies are a third way
religious issues can cross borders. Extreme examples include Iran and Afghanistan. Iran’s support of militant Islamic groups, especially in Lebanon, and
suspected support of terrorist cells in the West is clearly an international issue.
Similarly, Afghanistan’s sheltering of Osama Bin Laden, who is suspected of
masterminding several terrorist attacks against the United States, and its destruction of the country’s giant Buddha statues are also international issues.
A fourth way in which religion gains international attention results from the
linkage of human rights issues and religious rights. The U.S. Department of
State recently has started issuing annual religious rights reports, although it has
included a section on religious rights in its annual human rights report dating
back to the 1970s.64 Religious rights are also enshrined in international documents. Article 18 in the U.N. Universal Declaration on Human Rights of 1948
states that religious differences should be respected. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966 prohibits religious discrimination
and inciting hatred due to religion. It also protects the rights of religious minorities from restrictions on their culture. The U.N. Declaration on the Elimination
of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religious Belief of
1981 provides more specific religious rights. The declaration includes the rights
to worship, assemble, and maintain places for these purposes; to establish charitable and humanitarian institutions; to make and/or acquire suitable materials
for religious rites; to write, publish, and disseminate; to teach; to solicit voluntary contributions; to train and/or elect religious leaders; to observe days of rest
and holy days; and to have access to national and international communication
on religious matters.65 While it is clear that these rights are not respected in
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many parts of the world, their violation is drawing increasing international
attention. It is possible that this attention can lead to intervention if there is a
change in the international regime, which dictates what types of state behavior
justify intervention.66
A fifth way looks at several international issues that overlap with local
religious views. Since women’s rights have become increasingly important,
there has been increased attention to the status of women in those states where
a woman’s role is dictated by religious precepts rather than concepts of gender
equality. Another clash between religious values and international imperatives
is the issue of world population control, which conflicts with some religious
restrictions on birth control.
A sixth way is recognizing that the world is becoming more interdependent.
In a world where states must interact economically to survive, local issues and
problems can easily spread across borders or at least be more likely to receive
international attention. This is especially true since communications technology, including the Internet and news networks like CNN, allows ideas, including religious ones, to transcend borders more easily.
Finally, while it is not strictly a way that religion crosses borders, no discussion of the international implications of religion would be complete without
addressing political Islam. Huntington’s claim that Islam is a serious potential
threat to the West and one of the greatest sources of violence is clearly debatable.67 Critics note that Islam is not the threat people often believe it to be.68
Conflicts within Islam occur more often than conflicts between Islam and other
civilizations.69 Moreover, the enthusiasm for Islamic fundamentalism is waning,70 while many Islamic fundamentalists advocate peaceful dialogue and understanding rather than violence as the preferred method for dealing with non-
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Muslims.71 Whether Huntington or his critics are correct will continued to be
debated. Significantly, policymakers who tend to believe Huntington’s predictions are more disposed to perceive religious Muslims as enemies than as friends.
As a result, this fear of the spread of Islam, whether it is based in fact or not, has
the characteristics of a self-fulfilling prophecy that may either cause or exacerbate the spread of conflicts involving political Islam across borders.72

Conclusions
While the above discussion divides the influence of religion on international
politics into three distinct categories, reality is more complicated. These categories often overlap. Many scholars attest that in much of the Third World, the
failure of secular governments—guided by secular ideologies—has led to a
legitimacy crisis that has facilitated or even enhanced the ability of religious
movements to oppose them. This legitimacy crisis has resulted in opposition
movements and violent conflicts, such as the one in Algeria, which have drawn
considerable international attention. One of the earliest of these opposition movements was successful in Iran, resulting in a theocratic state governed by leaders
with overtly religious worldviews.73
The examples of Iran and Algeria may be considered worst case scenarios,
but they are not easily dismissed exceptions to a generally secular international
order. They are extreme cases of more common trends. Religious opposition
movements and/or interest groups, which seek to either replace or influence
government policy, exist throughout the world. Gurr’s study of ethnic conflict
lists 101 politically active ethnic minorities that are of different religions than
the dominant populations in their states and an additional 32 that are different
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denominations of the same religion.74 Many policymakers are religious, and it
is likely that their religious, beliefs influence their actions. Whether they truly
believe or not, they often find it useful to draw upon religion to justify their
actions, which indicates that religion is a source of legitimacy on the international stage.
Furthermore, religion is often tied to other issues that distinctly influence
international politics. This discussion has noted the links between religion and
nationalism, totalitarianism, modernization, the origins of the Westphalian state
system, political regimes, political opinions and attitudes, ethnicity, ethnic cleansing, issues of identity, women’s rights, population growth, and the origins of the
social sciences. Other issues with international implications that have been linked
elsewhere to religion include the politics of specific states,75 the process of
globalization,76 conflict management,77 terrorism,78 political culture,79 environmentalism,80 personal wealth,81 and attitudes toward war and peace.82
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Despite this, the role religion plays in international relations is often overlooked. Perhaps the strongest indicator of this role is that most of the references
in this essay are drawn either from studies of topics other than international
relations or from works that do not directly address religion. While it is true
that many case studies of individual international events do address religion, it
is clear that the more aggregate and theoretical studies, which contribute to and
develop the paradigms we use to understand international politics, tend to omit
religion from the equation. This omission of such an important factor that influences international politics in so many ways and on so many levels is detrimental to the profession and should be addressed.

